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The Beveridge Report was just a high point in the development of the modern capitalist 
state, in its evolution as a framework within which workers and their dependents we 

simultaneously compelled and enticed towards becoming Citizens. People whe are 
economically ‘free’ (in other words, free to sell their time andeereative activity to 
capitalists), but who have a material stake—howeverssmall—in the order of things. 
Something to vote for, something to.losey But at the same time, people who are 
dominated and influenced.tovwan extent unprecedented in human history. 

Labour see this stake being developed through democratic participation and ex 
‘social’ ownership and control : the Tories see the stake arising from d 
participation in extended personal property ownership or control (through credit). Both 

are tied to the Welfare State, however welfare is to be doled out. The reality is that 56% 

of the adult population receive their main income from the state. 14 million througr 

and other benefits, 71/2 million thriough state employment (including the 

administration of the Welfare State) 

tended 
cratic 

Today, left-wing squealing about the “attack on Beveridge” is part of awholelmythology 

conceming the 1945 Labour government. This is held upito usasittié model of Socialism 
in Action, since the left want us to forget the socialism in action of the Wilson and 
Callaghan years. Let's look awsome ofthese myths. 

The Attlee government agreeditp the atom bomb being dropped on Hiroshima elevert 

days after it took office, and subsequently initiated Britain'setindependent’ Auclear 

Capability. It used troops against strikers on numerous Oecasions (the firsttime a mere 
8ix days after it took office). During the War. foreDemocracy against the rival German 

imperialism, Labour members of thereealition government had been instrumental inthe 
passing of draconian anti-strike laws, with the collaboration of the tradewitiions. The 
Attlee administration was still usingither as late as 1951.jtwepeatedly used military 
foree to help make countries Safe for WestermeDémocracy (Indonesia, Palestine 
Greece, Egypt etcetera), as well as. topoliée the Empire. Involving among many other 
instances of Socialist internationalism the aerial bombing of Indian villages and t 
massacre of strikers by police in Nigeria. At homey’ maintained a wage freeze e: 
lik@ Subsequent Labour governmentgand as part of that Openly used its new weitare 
proWisionS tO SUbSsidise and thus Maintain low pay. (Fer example through Family 
Allowanées, another Beveridge innovation which the Labodr Party had opposed before 
the War). it even introduced the first Health Service chargag after promising not fOcs 

The ‘Fowler proposals are presented as an attack on Beveridge—what rubbish! 
Bevel 'S proposed system was ovdfturned by events years ago, and the principles 
behind Fowler's review are all to be found in the Beveridg@ report. The basis of the 
Bever! plan Was National Insurance against sickness and unemployment Baséd on 

workerg and émployers’ contributions. Sdcial Security, then called National Assistance, 
was se@h as a Safety net for those who had no contribution rec@rd in the scheme’s early 

years. The idea that it would largely “wither away’. In reality today, Supplementary 
Benefit i§ claimed by more than twice as Many people as thosa claiming Sickness and 
Unempiayment Benefit put together 

Women Were to be forced back into the family, and those who Were married were not 
covered by the National Insurance schem@\except as dependents. The costs of child 
care were Obviously not met by the insurante scheme, so Beveridge proposed Family 
Allowances for mothers of two or more Children as a univatsal without 

contributions or means testing 

“Taken a9 @ whole, the Plan tor Social Security puts a premiu 
years housewives and mothers have vital work '@.do in ensuring 
the British tace and of British ideals in the world” 

The Beveridge Report (“Social insurance and Allied Services") para. 117% 

The basis of the New Order was to be ‘full employment in a ftee.society—full 
employment formale breadwinners, that is, who Were expectedsterbe"a@ble to bringiiome. 
a family wagé, Im this Way, Beveridge laid thé sbasi$ for reinforcing thesburden of 
dependency, unpaid labour and\unequal access to benefits. omwomen: This burden has 
never been si lifted by subsequent governments, For the"Labour’Party to 
criticise Fowler for increasing itis no more than the pot€alling-tné Kettle black 

Because Beveridge Was Goncemed not to undermine the incentive to/Work) benefits 
were set at subsistence levels and were either means tested,or Conditional on the 
recipients seeking work. LOW benefits were also intended to encourage individuals to 
take out private insurance (Beveridge Report para 375)another way in which Fowlesis 
proposing to return to the authentic spirit of Beveridge 

In practice, the Beveridge plan was)not fully implemented, andthe changing needs of 
capitalism have long since led to fundamental modifications to his structure. The 
emergence of Supplementary Benefit as the principal form of state welfare, together with 
the persistence of low and the return of mass unemployment deepened the 
‘unemployment trap" being better off on benefit and losing any incentivesto’ 
work). Attempts were made to counter this through a range of neweméans-tested 

benefits, mostly introduced by Conservative governmenisesmhéy include Education 
Benefits, Housing Benefits and Family Income and 
the low-paid as well as the unemployed. problem merely 
exacerbated another—the ‘poverty trap’, where increases in pay for the low paid simply 
meant a loss of benefit, and didn’t increase income. 

The Labour Party response to this problem was the introduction of various earnings- 
related supplements to some National Insurance benefits, paid for by increased 
contributions. This was largely to maintain Labour support™amongst the male 
breadwinning caste, as growing redundancies accompanied industrial restructuring in 
the sixties. It was a fundamental departure from Beveridge, which implied equal state 
insurance for all. The ToriéS have abolished Earnings-Related NI Supplement, and now 

are talking about abolishing State Earnings-Related Pensions. They are quite happy to 

Maintain the principle of unequal treatment through Selective Targetting. (This is the 
‘shifting of resources to where they are most needed’ : it implies the abandonment of the 

Notion of a welfare ‘safety net’ or a minimum standard of living, in favour of the notion of 
‘cost-effective’ welfare, and also increases the scope for further cuts) 

benefit 

On this march we are being urged that “our campaign of opposition must be even more 

determined” than this “savage and determined assault on the Welfare State.” In reality 
we are being invited to use the issue to campaign for a Labour government. How savage 

and determined an opposition to these reforms would this be? The Labour Party has yet 
to publish its policy on Social Security, but according to Michael Meacher, the Shadow 
Health and Social Services Secretary, three resolutions passed at the Labour Party 
Conference form the basis of a full-scale programme to rebuild the Welfare State. They 
included a proposal to raise pensions to 50% of average earnings for married couples 
through the reintroduction of SERPS, a substantial increase in Child Benefit, the end of 
means testing for Supplementary Benefit and a new Housing Aid Benefit. These are no 

more than a redistribution of the Welfare Cake. 
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The beginnings of collective struggle can be seen 

Social Security investigation teams. 
also most briefly—in riots and near-riots. 

in the organised harrassment of 

Inting hospital closures, and most vis: bly—if 

We believe that the only solution to poverty, oppression, exploitation and social division 

lies in destroying any form of society which perpetuates and institutionalises them. We 
believe in the need to develop more effective forms of collective and individual 
resistance and attack. That can't be done by fighting to defend the Welfare State. Its 
more likely to occur in the course of resisting and opposing it 

What the Welfare State needs is a kick in the Tentacles.  


